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RUGRATS: SEARCH FOR REPTAR 
(sorry, no art) 

Name: Mark Holfelder aka: "The Daemon" 
E-mail: Mhjr725@iwon.com 
Date and Time Started: 11/24/00 10:59 Eastern time 
Last updated: 11/27/00 8:44 Eastern time 
Version: 4
     NOTE: This FAQ is being made from memory until I get the game fixed, my 
brother put a gouge in it the size of Texas, so the info may not be 100%  
accurate. Sorry about this. 
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1a. Version History 
  

 Version 1: Very uncomplete, no walkthrough and there are bound to be some  
spelling  
mistakes. 
 Version 2: Started walkthrough, added some notes throughout the FAQ. Still  
some spelling  
mistakes probably. I still haven't got the disk fized, so there are probably  
some inacurate data 
because I beat the game 1ce, but am composing this FAQ from memory! 
 Version 3: Continued walkthrough, added some more tricks/codes, and fixed  
some 
spelling mistakes. 
 Version 4: Added another level on walkthrough, added some codes, and edited 
the copyright notice. Still nowhere finished. Added Prolouges for levels. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
----------------- 
2: Misc. stuff about me and the game 
    



    This is my first FAQ, so if it is a bit shabby, please excuse that. I am  
"The Daemon" on the message boards and stuff, so feel free to talk with me.  
Here are some Notes about the Game: 
0 Explore everwhere 
0 Get every reptar bar you see, 15 and you get a puzzle piece 
0 You can only get to certain hard levels if you have so many puzzle pieces 
0 If you go up to a spaarkly object and press Triangle, you will go into and  
"episode" 
based on a TV episode or "LEVEL" as some people might call it. But the  
instruction  
booklet calls it an "Episode", so I had to put it! 
0 More Soon! 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
----------------- 
2a. Controls 

Directional Pad: Move 
Square: Walk slowly, aim slower in MiniGolf 
Circle: Pick up or (if holding object) put down object. 
Triangle: Enter "Episode", Throw object, Tag Baby in "Chuckie's Glasses" 
X: Jump 
R1: Straighten camera 
R2: Look right 
L1: Look up 
L2: Look left 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
----------------- 
3: Intro to game 

 Tommy is knocking over some block buildings. " Where's my reptar puzzle!"  
Tommy screams. 
 "Oh, here it is!" he answers himself as he picks up the reptar doll. "But  
where's all da pieces?" Chuckie asks. "Inside!" Tommy replies. Tommy turns the  
reptar doll upside-down and 1 puzzle piece falls out. All of the babies begin  
to cry. Stu and DeDe come in. "Either alot of the pieces are missing, or it's  
the easiest puzzle ever!" Stu jokes. (not funny in the least) "The pieces must  
be all over the house!" DeDe exclaims worriedly. "Here champ, have a ball."  
Stu says as he hands Tommy a ball. When the "growed-ups" leave, Tommy throws  
the ball off the screen and says," We'll find all a you, even if we gotsta  
search the whole, wide word!"  
The screen fades away and you have control! 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
----------------- 
4: Walkthrough 
Note: The order I put the levels in on the walkthrough is NOT the suggested  
order for playing 
them. It is simply the order I thought of them. 
SPOILER WARNING: IF YOU WANT TO FIND OUT HOW TO BEAT THE GAME YOURSELF, OR  
WANT TO SEE THE "PLOT" YOURSELF, DO NOT READ ON!!!!!!!!!! 



 HOME 
Puzzle Piece(s): Get 15 Reptar Bars 
Reptar Bars:  
1: Behind Spikes house outside. 
2: Downstairs behind the Computer 
3: Behind the garbage can in the kitchen 
4: Behind Tommy's crib upstairs 
5: In Stu and DiDi's closet upstairs 
6: Behind couch in family room upstairs 
 _LEVELS!_ 
Chuckie's Glasses 
Location: Umbrella near Playpen 
Reptar Bars: ? 
Puzzle Piece(s): Win Hide and Seek game. 
Prolouge: Rain, Nuts!"Let's play a game!" Phil(I think) suggests. Hide and go  
seek! they decide. But Chuckie's "it" and his extra eyes (glasses) aren't  
fair! So, Angelica 
takes his glasses. You play as Chuckie and you have to tag all 3 babies, Phil, 
Lil, and Tommy. Supposedly you also need to find Angelica, but read the  
"Epilouge" to read further on "tagging" Angelica. Oh, you need to beat the 
baby back to the playpen after you tag him/her. If you don't, the baby hdes 
in a DIFFERENT place, so you need to look again. Save yourself the trouble, 
and beat the baby back the FIRST time. P.P.S. If a baby beats you 3 times, 
you LOSE and go bace to the playpen, where you first started. 
Notes/Strategy: Once you tag a baby, run downstairs to the playpen. Usually  
the  
babies are hiding upstairs. When you tag them upstairs, run to the stairs and 
jump down. If they are hiding downstairs, run to the playpen as quickly as  
possible. 
If the baby beats you to the playpen, they go to a DIFFERENT hiding place. 
If a baby beats you to the playpen 3 times, you lose. Once you find all three  
babies, 
you win and the screen fades out. 
Epilouge: The babies are all happy, and Tommy or Chuckie(I can't remember  
which) 
says: " Where's Angelica?" Then Angelica comes in sick with Chuckie's glasses. 
Dru comes in and Angelica pukes all over him. 

 Grandpa's Teeth 
Location: Dentures in upstairs bathroom. 
Reptar Bars: 
1: Near Playground Equipment 
2: Near Playground Equipment 
3, 4, &5: In the "Maze of the Goose" 
Puzzle Piece: Get Grandpa's Teeth back. 
Prolouge: Yay! The Park! A Picnic! The babies are excited that they get to 
go to the park for a picnic. When they get there, Grandpa Lou takes out 
his teeth and starts to eat. Then a goose comes along and eats (sort of)  
Grandpa's Teeth!(Ergo, the name) "We gotsta get 'em back!" Tommy tells  
Chuckie. 
Chuckie agrees reluctantly and they go to find Grandpa's teeth! 
Notes/Strategy: 
          _EXTRA/BONUS LEVELS!_ (yes, there are some extras!) 
No more cokies! 
Location:Found after some reg. levels 
Reptar bars: Get 2-4 for beating the level. 
Puzzle Pieces: None 
Prolouge: The babies have cookies and Angelica wants them! The goal in this 
level is to eat all of the cookies before Angelica catches you! You start with  
20 



or so cookies and win when you have 00 left. 
Notes/Strategy: Throw cookie box often. You can only eat cookies standing  
still. 
If Angelica touches the baby with the cookie box, you lose. You win when you  
eat all of the cookies. 
Epilouge: The cookie box goes up into the air(just like when you lose) and  
Angelica catches  
it. She reaches into the box, but doesn't get any cookies. "You dumb babies!"  
"You ate all 
of the cookies!" (I think that is what she says)  

MirrorLand
Location:""""""" from No More Cookies loc. 
Reptar Bars: UNCERTAIN) 5-7 Get all balloons 
Puzzle pieces: UNCERTAIN) Get all balloons 
NOTE: You get the puzzle piece OR the Reptar Bars after beating the level. I  
am  
not sure... 
Notes/Strategy: You need to find all of the balloon boxes, and then pop all of  
the  
balloons that come out of the boxes. THERE IS A TIME LIMIT! for getting the  
balloons 
after popping the box, not for the whole level in general. I forget where the  
boxes are. Oh yeah, the whole house is upside-down in this level, so GOOD  
LUCK! (not really:)) Once you  
beat the bonus level: MirrorLand, you can get back into MirrorLand any time 
with the mirror in Stu and DeDe's room upstairs. 
Epilouge: Tommy and Chuckie " go back through the mirror " and I forget what  
happens next. 
SORRY! 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
----------------- 
5: Codes and tricks 

0 Jump down the stairs! 
         Go to the top of the stairs and press Jump while running forward. You  
should jump about 3/4 of the stairs. Very simple and useful, especially in the  
"Chuckie's glasses" episode since the babies are usually hiding upstairs. 
0 Shortcut in "Incident in isle 7" episode         
 Near the beginning with the plants, you should find some balloons. Go  
towards them and grab them. You'll float to where the grocers try to get you.  
0 42 Secrets (UNVERIFIED BY ME) 
       If you insert your game CD into a PC and upen up the \data\hints  
folder, there will be 42 text files filled with cheats, tips, and hints!  
0 Easier Minigolf 
       In minigolf level, hold SQUARE and the target will aim slower. VERY  
USEFUL! 
0 Play with Spike! 
      If you pick up the bone, the ball, or the stick and throw it out side  
near Spike, Spike will chase it and he 
will bring it back. FETCH BOY, FETCH! 
0 Play on Playground stuff! 
       In the level "Grandpa's Teeth' near the beginning, you will find some  
slides 
and stuff. If you walk up to this playground equipment and press O, you will 
get a neat little cutscene of Tommy and (In some cases) Chuckie playing on the  
rides! 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
----------------- 
6: Copyright stuff 



 Please do not violate the Copyright notice! Do not print any more than 1 Copy  
of this FAQ unless you plan to keep them all or give them away for free. Do  
NOT rip off this work. If you do, I will track you down, Kick your sorry  
little #@#$%!#$, and sue. If you want to use some of this or all of this work  
on another faq, E-Mail me and put EXTREMELY OBVIOUS credit to me in both name  
and GameFAQs name. 
Mark Holfelder aka, "The Daemon" 
OK! 
This FAQ is currently allowed on the following sites: 
GameFAQs.com 

This FAQ is Protected by international copyright law and I WILL take legal  
action if you put my FAQ on your site without asking. Simply E-Mail me asking  
me if you can put this FAQ on your site and I will probably let you. Here are  
the steps I will take if I find my FAQ on your site without my permission. If  
you find my faq on any sites other than the ones listed above, please E-Mail  
me A.S.A.P. (As soon as possible) 
1: You will recieve an E-Mail asking you politely to take the FAQ off of your  
site or to ask me for permission. 
2: You will recieve another E-Mail asking you the sme things, only less  
polite. 
3: You will recieve a Snail Mail notice telling you that if you do not remove  
this FAQ from your site PDQ (Pretty darn quick[30 days from the day I send the  
letter]), or I WILL take legal action. 
4: I will have my FAQ registered under the US government and will take extreme  
legal action against you and all of you Affiliates. 

Also, this FAQ may NOT be sold without expressed, written Snail Mail AND E- 
Mail from the author, me, Mark Holfelder, The Daemon. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-----------------  
7: Recognition 
0 GameFAQs: for putting my FAQ on their site 
0 ZackMan: for making a FAQ before me to compare to and for the SHORTCUT IN  
"INCIDENT IN ISLE 7" code and the controls.(LOST INSTRUCTION BOOKLET) 
0 GameSages: For some of the codes. 
0 Anyone who has contributed to GameFAQs or GameSages: For the great effort  
they put into making the FAQs or finding out the codes. 
0 THQ: for making the game 
0 Nickolodeon: for having the WONDERFUL TV show on every day. 
0 Last and probably not least: Anyone who reads this guide or contributes to  
it: for obvious reasons. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
----------------- 

         Final note: I will update this FAQ ASAP! (See def. in section 6) 

This document is copyright The Daemon and hosted by VGM with permission.


